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Can we please take a moments silence.
Where were you at 6pm on the 28th of
July, 2016?
I remember exactly where I was and I can
even tell you what I was wearing when I
received a call from the mine that a loader
was upside down in a stope.

Summary of the Incident
28th of July 2016
• 7:15am loader operator assigned task to commence
backfilling operations at the 840-1-South
• Underground loader 122 was out of service so operator
assisted charge-up crew until lunchtime.
• 15:05pm loader operator proceeded underground in loader
123 to commence the backfilling task.
• 15:40pm loader operator contacted remote operator on level
below for confirmation that the appropriate barricades etc
where in place as per procedure.
• Approximately 18:00pm remote operator discovered loader
123 upside down on the 825-1-South level and initiated
emergency response.
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Location of the Incident
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Location of the Incident
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What was the System for Backfilling
Operations at the time of the Incident
• Operator must
• have a minimum of 12 months bogging experience to undertake this
task
• familiarise themselves with the location of all drive intersections,
undercuts and pillars within the stope.
• check that chain barricades and signage are in place.
• wash and scale the area.
• check for any faults or cracks in the floor
• repaint the 2m marker line if not visible
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The Backfilling Process
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Constructing a Bund Wall – Standard
Industry Practice
• Operator must
• Get a bucket of waste and take it to the access where filling will take
place.
• Slowly approach the stope edge in first gear until the lip of the bucket
is 2m from the brow of the stope. Use the paint “marker” line to
gauge the distance from the brow.
• Apply the service brake and select reverse. Make sure the machine is
in reverse.
• Raise the boom and dump the load to begin the bund wall.
• Release the service brake and reverse back.
• Continue building the bund wall until it is at least 1.5m high and
reaches right across the drive from wall to wall.
Prior to placing any material in the stope the “Placing Backfill” checklist MUST be
completed.
Check machine is in reverse by rechecking the gear lever, listening for the reverse
alarm and slowly increasing the revs until you feel a slight backwards movement.
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We were not alone – below is a History of
similar events in Australia
6 October 1996 – loader enters stope during push-off
4 June 1997 – loader enters stope
26 January 1991 – loader enters stope void
30 August 2007 – loader enters open stope
19 May 2009 – loader pushing bund enters open stope
24 June 2009 – loader enters open stope
11 April 2010 – loader enters open stope
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Safety Alerts and Detailed Investigations

This process takes too
long and as an industry we
need to do better
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Recommendations from Previous Event
•

Where equipment and operators, and especially manned loaders, are required to work near open holes,
complete formal team-based risk assessments to determine appropriate controls for the hazards
associated with the tasks.

•

Do not rely solely on lower level risk assessments (e.g. field level risk assessments, Task Hazard
Analysis) performed by workers to identify and control hazards associated with high risk tasks near
open holes.

•

Critically examine the circumstances under which there is a need for a manned loader to be operated
near an open hole, and assess whether a manned loader is fit-for-purpose for the planned task.
Alternative equipment or techniques should be considered, including application of remote controlled
technology to keep the operator away from the open hole.

•

The appointed responsible persons should manage the hazard of open holes in mines by designing,
constructing and locating physical hard barriers to prevent equipment from having access to the edge
of such open holes. The barriers should be used in conjunction with lower level access control systems
such as demarcation and lockable barriers controlled by supervisors or managers. Wherever possible,
install hard barriers before creating an open hole.

•

Clearly communicate changes to operating procedures and practices to the workforce, including
supervisors, with reinforcement and monitoring from management to ensure adherence to the new
standards and procedures.

•

Ensure work instructions given to operators are clear, unambiguous and understood so that there is
no misinterpretation of job requirements.
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The Problems with Physical Barriers/Stop Logs
•

Steel Stop Logs are generally not designed to stop a loader.

•

Installing the Steel Stop Log has the same primary risk as the building of a waste bund. That is a loader
drives towards an unprotected void with a bucket full of steel as opposed to a bucket full of rock!

•

The increased complexity of installing the Steel Stop Log when compared to the rock bund construction
was likely to lead to ad hoc modifications or on the fly hacks in the field.

•

Steel Stop Logs and their associated chains require a significant amount of ongoing maintenance and
checks. These multiple activities increase the risk associated with working around open stopes.

•

Steel Stop Logs could give an operator a false sense of security as it will not stop their loader from
entering a stope.
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Why Steel Stop Logs Can’t be used at Waihi
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The Steel Bollards
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Working around Open Stopes with Steel Bollards
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Finally what did I say about we must do better?
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Questions?
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